C A S E S T U DY

Envistacom
Develops Next
Generation Phoenix
AN/TSC-156E

Low PIM | Dismounted antenna | Quad-band | Dual-head capable | MEO Certified

The Phoenix AN/TSC-156A 2.4M SATCOM terminal, first developed in 2005, was the first Quad Band tactical
SATCOM terminal. By 2013, the US Army was considering upgrading the current Phoenix AN/TSC-156D with
newer technologies such as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) satellite modems and Internet Protocol (IP).
These upgrades would allow the Phoenix terminal to be integrated into the Warfighter Information NetworkTactical (WIN-T) network. In 2018, Project Manager Tactical Networks (PM TN) (formerly PM WIN-T) selected
Envistacom to provide an innovative solution to upgrading the Phoenix terminal and overcome the legacy
terminal’s technology challenges including addressing the current antenna system performance limitations,
enhancing interoperability, introducing a reduction in overall terminal size, weight, and power consumption and
increasing operational flexibility and mobility. Envistacom took on the challenge and PM TN began fielding the
new Low-Rate Initial Production (LRIP) Phoenix AN/TSC-156E in October 2021.

MEETING THE CHALLENGES HEAD ON
Envistacom’s engineers evaluated the legacy Phoenix
to understand the challenges and shortcomings of
the equipment to produce a viable solution for the
US Army. Some of the shortcomings were related to
technology and others were related to the design
of the legacy terminal. One of the shortcomings of
the Phoenix AN/TSC-156D was that the antenna was
mounted on the top of the vehicle. This limited the
US Army’s ability to deploy the Phoenix terminal
on the battlefield. Another limitation of the Phoenix
AN/TSC-156D was that the antenna was not Low
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Passive Intermodulation (low PIM) X band capable
and required legacy SATCOM multiplexers to operate
hub/spoke at X band. The antenna was approaching
end-of-life, and no longer supportable by the
manufacturer. The modems were serial based (vs
IP protocol) and not Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) capable.
In 2018, Envistacom met these challenges head on,
and began the process to redesign and re-engineer
the Phoenix terminal.
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THE ROAD TO REDESIGN AND ENGINEERING
In September of 2018 Envistacom was awarded the
effort to create Rapid Prototypes 1 and 2 of the new
Phoenix AN/TSC-156E. The original plan was to go
into developmental testing and certifications with
these prototypes, however, the key stakeholders
decided to divert prototypes 1 and 2 to the 50th
Expeditionary Signal Battalion-Enhanced (ESB-E) for
user evaluation and feedback. The initial prototypes
were equipped with manual antennas which couldn’t
auto acquire and track. The 50th ESB-E’s feedback
was immediately applied to the design of prototypes
3 and 4 including upgrading the antenna from
manual acquisition to auto acquire and tracking,
which were then used for Developmental Testing
(DT).

terminal, thus precluding the need for Enviromental
Control Units (ECU’s)
• Adding a platform and steps to the back of the
vehicle so that soldiers can safely lift the transit
cases on and off the vehicle

With the press of a button even a novice operator
can get the terminal on the satellite and into the
network.
The terminal was tested to ensure it would stand
up to the harsh tactical environment. DT testing
included: transportability, rail impact, helo sling lift,
cold /hot weather, blowing rain, sand and dust, EMI/
EMC testing, and drop testing of the transit cases.
The Phoenix AN/TSC-156E has been MIL-STD-810G
and MIL-STD-461 tested. While those tests normally
require an 18 month to 2-year cycle, in this case, all
testing was completed in about 12 months. In parallel,
the terminal successfully completed ARSTRAT
certification in July 2021. A couple of minor changes
included:
• Adding solar shields to the top of the vehicle
to reduce the heat and improve airflow in the

KEY FEATURES
• The antenna is comprised of a lightweight 2.2M segmented
carbon fiber reflector, motorized pedestal and RF feed
assemblies
• High Power Solid State Power Amplifiers (SSPAs)
• ARU that provides the IF signal processing (with a rubidium
based 10 MHz timing source) for 4 modems and up to 2
satellite antennas
• UPSs for at the halt operation (>15 mins)
• Code Mettle Monitor and Control System
• MIL-STD-810G and MIL-STD-461 tested
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Innovative 2 piece antenna positioner allows deployment and stowing of the antenna with the push of a button.

This accelerated and Agile Programmatic process
carried a great deal of risk as the Low-Rate Initial
Production (LRIP) units were being built while
the testing was still ongoing. Despite the overlap
of testing in parallel with LRIP production, the
completion of re-designing, re-engineering,
and testing the Phoenix terminal in this short
timeframe was nothing short of extraordinary
and demonstrated a great partnership between
Envistacom and APM Phoenix.

• Certified for helicopter sling load
• Quadband capable (C, X, Ku and Ka)
• ARSTRAT Low PIM Multi-carrier X and Ka Band certified
• MEO capable with an optional O3B RF upgrade kit
• Open systems architecture allows use of commercial-offthe-shelf (COTS) technology for plug and play operation
and addresses obsolescence and end of life issues
• Interoperable with US Joint Services systems
• Transit-case based system
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DELIVERABLE
Envistacom delivered to APM Phoenix and the
US Army an ARSTRAT certified X (low PIM) / Ka
band and commercial Ku and C band solution in
September 2021. The system is interoperable with
US joint services and is Joint Interoperability Test
Command (JITC) certified.
With the proliferation of Medium Earth Orbit (MEO)
satellites being put into space by private industry,
the US Army will be able to take advantage of those
commercial satellites without incurring the expense
of developing and launching satellites on their own
MEO satellites. MEO satellites provide increased
bandwidth and decreased latency compared to the
Geosynchronous Orbit (GEO) satellites.
In May 2021, the Envistacom Phoenix Team
developed and accredited through SES Government

Solutions the Phoenix AN/TSC-156E for MEO
operations on the O3B network. Envistacom
conducted Production Acceptance Testing (PAT)
for PdM SATCOM as part of the O3B network
accreditation testing. MEO operational capability on
the Phoenix AN/TSC-156E terminal provides a gamechanging tool to the Expeditionary Signal BattalionEnhanced (ESB-E), and further enhances the agility,
scalability, and diversity of SATCOM communications
to the tactical Commander on the battlefield. With
the development of a Phoenix O3B upgrade kit,
the warfighter will have an organic GEO and MEO
capability. The Phoenix O3B upgrade kit can deliver
upwards of 600 Mbps from the same terminal
through a simple RF feed kit swap.

Primary Vehicle (PV): packed for transport, street side view of electronics cases, and curb side view of TFOCA II reels Power Entry Panel and electronics cases

CHALLENGE MET
Additional requirements that were implemented
per the US Army’s direction to upgrade the Phoenix
system included:
• Fully integrated into the WIN-T network. The
upgraded terminal has the enhanced capability of
not only operating within the WIN-T network but
delivering greater data throughput and services to
the Commander.
• Security. As an important element of the updated
solution, Envistacom supported the US Army’s
Initial Authority to Operate (IATO) effort by
completing all security and vulnerability test and
assessments. The program received a full ATO in
Sept 2021
• Modularity, Flexibility and Scalability. Envistacom
has created a terminal that is modular, scalable,
and flexible. The Army can deploy the AN/
TSC-156E with (3) organic RF kits, plus the MEO
capability. Scalability was achieved by designing
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the terminal to to operate as a hub, a spoke or
point to point, and the ability to easily adapt to
new user requirements. The terminal is equipped
to simultaneously operate in both FDMA and
TDMA modulations (See graphic illustration.) The
flexibility of this new terminal is manifested in
several ways. Unlike the legacy Phoenix terminal
which only had serial based FDMA modems, the
AN/TSC-156E now has a mix of IP based FDMA and
TDMA modems. Additionally, the fully motorized
antenna simplifies getting the Phoenix terminal on
the air and into the satellite network. The antenna
is designed to be set up on the ground and can be
remotely located up to 1000 feet away from the
user provided baseband equipment using Tactical
Fiber Optic Cable Assembly II (TFOCA II). It is
engineered for dual head operations (2 antennas),
which provides more robust connectivity and the
flexibility to operate on different satellites and/or
different frequency band. In addition, the dual head
terminal supports the MEO operation. (See graphic
illustration.)
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AN/TSC-156E Phoenix Multi-Carrier Operational Node Connectivity Description

• SWaP. As part of the new solution, Envistacom
reduced size, weight and power (SWaP) of the
system. It uses state of the art Gallium Nitride
(GaN) technology for the SSPAs which requires
less power to operate. Unlike the legacy Phoenix
terminal where the antenna was mounted on the
top of the vehicle, the TSC-156E antenna is transitcase based. This packaging solution is airline
checkable and can be easily transported via air
including transporting the transit cased terminal

in a helicopter instead of sling loading the terminal
vehicles under a helicopter. This provides enhanced
flexibility for transportation and deployment of the
terminal.
• Improved Setup/Tear down. Although the US
Army required a maximum 30-minute teardown/
set up with three people, Envistacom exceeded
that requirement by engineering a terminal that
can be setup and torn down within 15-minutes by
2-people.

Envistacom engineers and integrators not only met the upgrade challenges presented to them but provided
innovative changes that surpassed US ARMY’s requirements.

FUTURE USES
As the Government’s communications requirements continue to evolve, the AN/TSC-156E is designed to
accommodate these new requirements through its open standards architecture. Envistacom is already looking
at integrating its virtualization solution into the terminal and developing a virtualization solution for network
transport and other real-time continuous processing applicants. This allows common commercial-off-the
Shelf (COTS) hardware to be utilized removing the logistical hurdles typically associated with innovating in a
purpose-built hardware environment. Our patented technology supports the SATCOM industry’s move toward
virtualization and facilitates the government’s increasing demand to deploy technology more rapidly, costeffectively and without the constraints of obsolescence.
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